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Special Feature  

CONNECT  

The Attack On People’s Media   
 

 2325 DC 

 This story goes far deeper and far wider than most people will at first realise!  

1 Alex Jones is described as a conspiracy theorist by people who are at odds 
with his principles and commentary.  Others see him as a truth seeker, not 
wishing to inflict harm in any way onto those who are entirely innocent. 
 

 Alex Jones is a media platform host for INFOWARS.com centred in Texas, 
USA and possesses a passion to explore topics where truth always appears 
to be the first casualty.  Interestingly, on the 12Sep01 – the day after 9/11 – 
Jones spoke of his suspicion – if not conviction – that the terrorist attack was 
not what the people were told it was. 
  

  

 

 
  

2 For more than two decades, Alex Jones has been in conflict with the official 
narrative issued by the US government – as supported by the mainstream 
media.  Jones spoke out directly after the 9/11 attacks on the World Trade 
Centre believing them to be a false flag attack on the American people.   
 
This was an extraordinary claim to make and made directly after the attack – 
on the very next day in fact.  The stories and evidence which have been 
amassed since that date – more than 20yrs ago now - is also extraordinary 
and suggests to many that Alex Jones’ beliefs were well founded. 
 
Personally, over the same time span of 20yrs, I have viewed hundreds of 
hours of testimony and documentary video about the 9/11 attacks.  I have 
concluded that the details described and the evidence presented, together 
justify any critical thinker to assess that the official narrative issued by the US 
government is suspect.  And that describes it kindly.  
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Among all the documentary videos on the 9/11 attacks there is one which I 
consider to be exceptionally compelling and it refers to the Pentagon 
Building attack in Washington.  It was one of a small number of videos 
produced about the Pentagon attack.  If, though, a critical thinker assessed 
that the evidence presented in this video proved that the official narrative 
was suspect – then it is more than reasonable for that person to assess the 
same about the WTC attack in New York.  The whole official story would 
collapse.   
 
An elephant in the room then emerges and it is not one that is easily shifted.  
One way to shift it is to discredit anyone who speaks of it and better still – to 
silence that person in one way or another.  

3 Rolling the clock forward from 9/11, there came another story which 
attracted Alex Jones’ attention.  On Fri14Dec12, a school shooting was 
reported in the mainstream media.  These events are sadly commonplace in 
America and people do have to ask - why? 
 
This case was slightly different to the numerous other school shootings, as it 
involved a huge death toll.  20 children under 8yrs old and six adult staff at 
the Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut were killed by 
a lone gunman.  Two further deaths were recorded – that of the identified 
assailant who is said to have turned a gun on himself and the assailant’s 
mother – who was victim number one on the day.  The story in the media 
was truly horrific and the number of lives lost clearly underlines that. 
 
The problem with the story however – on deeper analysis – indicates there 
were a number of oddities and anomalies attached to nearly every aspect of 
that story.  As is the nature of these things, there will always be an alternative 
view put forward by someone – and these people are generally labelled 
Conspiracy Theorists.  Incidentally, the term was originated by the CIA in the 
late 1960s to discredit any person/s who questioned the official narrative 
about the two Kennedy murders.  The label worked exceptionally well then - 
like it still does today.    
 
The oddities and anomalies attached to this particular story have been listed, 
described and talked about at length.  The truth of the matter, however, is 
that over the last 10yrs since the Event, no substantive answers have been 
produced to the satisfaction of those questioning the government’s version 
of events.  Why is that?   
 
Due to the absence of substantive answers, alternative theories have been 
suggested by a host of investigators and free speech journalists who believe 
that TRUTH is the most valuable of characteristics a society can possess.  
These people go out of their way to highlight the oddities and anomalies and 
do their best to dig deeper for the truth. 
   
Looking at the testimony and video documentaries of the Sandy Hook Event, 
I have no problem – personally – arriving at a place where Alex Jones and 
millions of others must have arrived at also.  The official narrative put out and 
argued by the government looks suspect.  Again, that describes it kindly. 
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Another article will be published on the Sandy Hook Event itself shortly.  It 
will be accompanied by some of the testimony and video evidence I have 
seen myself together with a Snagging List.  The Snagging List provides a list 
of basic questions seeking answers to explain some of the more significant 
oddities and anomalies appertaining to the Event at Sandy Hook.  The article 
will not arrive at any conclusion and cannot.  For there are just too many 
unanswered questions.  It will be tempting though for any reader to arrive at 
a conclusion due to the unexplained and long absence of those answers.     
      

4 Alex Jones – being the passionate pursuer of truth and an outspoken 
journalist publishing news to his audience via InfoWars.com – became the 
target of a defamation case against him.  
 
The mother and father of a child said to have been killed at Sandy Hook filed 
proceedings against Alex Jones for speaking about a hoax Event at the 
school - and did so for several years after.  What Alex Jones is said to have 
published over that time, was based – we understand – on the unanswered 
questions regarding the oddities and anomalies of the official government 
narrative. 
 
Strangely – some would say – Alex Jones lost the case against him for 
defamation.  What followed was a second trial to determine the damages 
that were to be awarded against him to compensate the mother and father 
for that defamation.  The Punitive section of the trial was to assess how Alex 
Jones should be punished. 
 
Some previous background. 
Prior to the defamation case happening, brought by the parents - of 6yr old 
Jesse Lewis - mother Scarlett Lewis and her now ex-partner Neil Heslin, they 
were the beneficiaries of another legal case.  Together with the parents of 
the other 19 children, said to have been killed at the Sandy Hook school, they 
took action against Remington. 
 
Remington was a 200yr old gun manufacturer – based in Connecticut, 
interestingly – that produced the very gun, an AR-15 rifle, that the said 
assailant used to kill all 26 victims on 14Dec12. 
 
This is what Fox News said on this story. 

“The now-bankrupt gun maker, which had initially offered families a $33 
million settlement in July, also agreed to allow families to release 
documents they had obtained over the course of their lawsuit against 
Remington showing how the manufacturer marketed the AR-15-style rifle 
on Dec. 14, 2012.” 
 
"When the Sandy Hook families came to see us, it was about nine years 
ago, and it was in the aftermath of shattering loss, and they were 
stunned, and they didn't know what to do or where to go," plaintiffs' 
attorney Joshua Koskoff said during a Tuesday press conference. "But 
they…had the energy and drive and motivation to do one thing, and that 
was to do whatever they could so that other families…would not have to 
go through the kind of pain and loss that they had." 
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This is the Fox News article: 
Sandy Hook lawsuit: Gun manufacturer Remington reaches settlement with 
victims' families 
  
The parents were awarded $73M in compensation – before what was left of 
the gun maker being split and the remaining assets sold off. 
 

5 The parents weren’t finished looking for compensation – or finished looking 
to use the story of Sandy Hook to dent gun ownership in America. 
 
The parents – Scarlett Lewis and Neil Heslin – took aim at Alex Jones for 
defamation and pursued further damages. 
 
Some commentators have said that the government has two objectives in 
mind and the Sandy Hook Event is evidence of those objectives. 
They are: 

1. To bring an end to gun ownership in America 
This objective sounds reasonable in many respects – but not all! 

2. To do all that is possible to silence people like Alex Jones who speak 
out in opposition to the official narrative of government. 
 

It is believed that the recent court case in Texas, against Alex Jones, was in 
pursuit of that second objective. 
 
The message which the parents’ lawyer stressed in his summary closing 
statement to the jury was more than a hint at this intention.  The statement 
might be received as a warning to any journalist who intended to challenge 
the government, that a similar outcome in court could well occur for them. 
 
In other words, free speech – the very thing that Alex Jones – Connect and 
all good people value – is now apparently under serious threat. 
  

6 What the world saw in the court case involving Alex Jones - in the week 
ending Fri05Aug22 – was a People’s journalist discredited in a most bizarre 
fashion.  Having watched numerous hours of the court proceedings, I was 
personally surprised by the behaviour of the court judge – Maya Guerra 
Gamble.  Not being in any way familiar with American law and correct US 
courtroom proceedings, I was, nonetheless, surprised by her conduct.  As it 
happens, others have declared their own surprise and not least among them 
are ably qualified commentators on law, including Robert Barnes – a 
Constitutional lawyer – who speaks in support of Alex Jones. 
 
You can hear Alex Jones discuss salient points connected with the trial in an 
emergency broadcast he did with Robert Barnes on the day after the trial 
concluded. 
Saturday after the Friday verdict: Alex Jones goes over the detail: 67min 
 
On the final day – Fri05Aug22 - the plaintiff’s lawyer gave a most interesting 
summing up when he addressed the jury.   
 

https://www.foxbusiness.com/politics/sandy-hook-lawsuit-remington-settlement
https://www.foxbusiness.com/politics/sandy-hook-lawsuit-remington-settlement
https://hw.infowars.com/posts/exclusive-alex-jones-responds-to-45-million-sandy-hook-verdict-the-future-of-infowars/
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It began…: 
“Your verdict is your voice. And your voice will reach wide and far outside 
the walls of this courtroom.  With your voice in this trial, you have the 
ability to send a message to everyone in this country and perhaps this 
world to hear.  We ask that you send a very very simple message – that is 
stop Alex Jones.  Stop the monetisation of misinformation and lies – 
please”.   

 
Alex Jones described the trial as a show trial and from his perspective, one 
could understand his conclusion.  It had that air about it – not least because 
of this.  Alex Jones and his People’s media platform – Infowars – is barely 
known outside America.  It is not known just how well the platform is known 
– or followed – inside America.  But in the last days of the trial - and certainly 
over the weekend immediately after – the Alex Jones trial speeches and 
verdicts were covered by a multitude of mainstream media platforms around 
the world.  It was as if there was a direct intention to discredit Alex Jones in 
the eyes of the whole world – just as the plaintiff lawyer had requested of the 
jury.    
 
If the US government sees Alex Jones as a threat - due to his challenging of 
the government’s official narrative - then the summing up by the plaintiff’s 
lawyer would provide the exact form of discrediting that would be desired to 
achieve that.  But the lawyer went further. 
 
He continued… 

“You are asked to punish Alex Jones.  Secondly, you are asked to deter 
Alex Jones from ever doing this awfulness again to another family or 
another person.  And to deter others who may want to step into his shoes.  
That is such a big thing to understand – and I know it has to be 
enormous in terms of looking at you or yourselves as the one who is 
given the task to do it.  But I want to make very clear here, that you have 
that opportunity and that opportunity is one that may never come again! 
 
You have the ability today to stop this man ever doing this again – from 
continuing to tear the fabric of our society apart for the great monetary 
gain that he has received thus far and to send a message again to those 
who desire to do the same. 
 
With your verdict you hold such great power. 
 
I ask that with your verdict that you not only take Alex Jones’ platform - 
that he talks about – away, I ask that you make certain that he can’t 
rebuild the platform.  That’s what matters.  TAKE HIM OUT OF THIS 
DISCOURSE – of this misinformation – of this peddling of lies and make 
sure he cannot do it again.  
That is punishment – That is deterrence. 
 
Alex Jones is patient zero for Alternative Facts.  
 
So, I ask of you to take the bullhorn [his mouth piece] from Alex Jones 
AND take the first steps towards taking the bullhorn away from all the 
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others who have it OR all the others who might want it – all the others 
who believe can profit from fear and misinformation”. 

 
He closes by asking the jury to award damages of $145.9M dollars. 
The jury awarded damages of $45.2M – suggesting that they weren’t fully 
onboard with the lawyer’s argument! 
 
This was in effect was a direct and clear attack on the People’s media! 
The lawyer effectively said, its “alternative narrative” should be stamped out.  
 

7 It has occurred to CONNECT as it has to untold others around the world, that 
the story could have been laid to rest very soon after the Event happened. 
 
The government and the various agencies that played a role in the Sandy 
Hook Event could have answered all the questions about the Event which 
still remain hanging in the air today. 
 
They include questions such as: 

1. Why were there no Christmas decorations in evidence at the Sandy 
Hook school in any of the photographic records for 14Dec12?   

2. Why are there reports of the school having been decommissioned 
and closed for several years BEFORE the Event on 14Dec12?  

3. Why are there records of social media postings and websites 
referring to fundraising for the victim’s families being posted hours 
and even days BEFORE the Event on 14Dec12? 

4. Why were there no recordings of the 500plus children being 
escorted away from the school on 14Dec12? 

5. Why are there two still photographs of 15 children being led away 
from the school – both taken in the same position in the car park – 
where the same group of children are seen but in a different order? 

6. Why were Med-Evac helicopters not called as they should have been 
according to standard protocol? 

7. Why were the victims pronounced dead in the school – and not by 
doctors but by police - as opposed to in hospital in accordance with 
standard protocol? 

8. Why does one of the parents – Robbie Parker – present to one 
camera at a press conference the day after – on 15Dec12 – with a 
jocular and happy disposition?  It is seen as totally at odds with how 
any parent would be expected to act.  It is suggested by many that 
Robbie Parker was in fact acting – and did so as a crisis actor.   

 
If these questions were seen as far too uncomfortable for the government 
and its agencies to answer, it is likely that people will make their own 
judgement about what happened or what may have happened. 
Alex Jones was one of those people. 
 
The government and its agencies could have answered the above questions 
– and a multitude of others which still hang in the air – in the weeks or even 
months following the Event.  But despite the numerous requests for the 
answers, none have come to light.  I can understand that people will view 
that as odd – in fact more than odd!    
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8 So, Alex Jones has taken the rap and because he has taken the rap in the 
way he has, it is more than likely that the Sandy Hook Event will resurface 
around the world and stay in view for some time to come.  Given the above – 
and all the unanswered questions – it is just possible that the government 
and its agencies will have some regret about their entire strategy. 
 
Additionally, the parents of Jesse Lewis are hoping to draw a line under the 
whole Event.  The near $50million dollars awarded to them will go some way 
to help getting over it – although there is some doubt to be overcome 
concerning award limitations according to Texas state law.   
 
I cannot help but suspect however that many observers of the case and the 
Sandy Hook Event - at the centre of this case in Texas - will not stay quiet.  It 
is more than likely, I feel, that many pursuers of the truth will become quite 
vocal about what has happened – and that is despite what the plaintiff’s 
lawyer said to the jury in his closing address on Fri05Aug22.   
 
Next week, CONNECT will publish an article specifically on the Sandy Hook 
Event.  It will look at further unanswered questions - listed in what we call the 
Snagging List.  The article – as usual – will incorporate references and links 
to help people make their own discerning assessment.  As already 
suggested, it is unlikely that anyone viewing the documents and the video 
evidence, will be able to reach an unequivocal conclusion as to what really 
happened on 14Dec12.  What is probable however, is that people will be 
sensitised to the fact – that as far as Sandy Hook is concerned – the 
government’s testimony is not 100% credible. 
 
That should remind us all to look more closely at the official narrative. 
That should prompt us all to look more closely at the People’s media – and 
the People’s media “alternative narrative”.  
 

PS1 For CONNECT, this case poses more questions than it provides answers.  To 
begin with, how did this case come to be held in the first place?  That, in 
itself, is a fundamental question and is worth considering in some detail. 
 
How there could be an award for damages at all is another meaningful 
question and it sits with a question about the scale of those damages. 
 
Another question which sits awkwardly on our minds is the behaviour of the 
two lawyers in court – and even outside of court. 
 
These questions and more will be covered in our next article – an article on 
this most fascinating but also disturbing legal battle.  A battle as it appears to 
be – over free speech and the pursuit of free speech by the People’s media. 
 

PS2 One further point would be right to make clear in connection with remarks 
made in the court trial about Alex Jones and his making of money from the 
misery he caused the two parents by speaking of the Sandy Hook Event 
being a hoax. 
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Alex Jones explained to the court that some years ago his media platform 
had a number of corporate sponsors which funded the platform.  At the time 
of the gulf war, when his platform InfoWars spoke out against his own 
government’s action, many sponsors terminated their support. 
 
Wishing to never to be reliant on corporate sponsors - who either influenced 
or sought to influence direction the platform took on stories it chose to cover 
and how - Alex Jones decided to fund InfoWars using a different model. 
 
Alex Jones turned to selling merchandise, which included clothing, books 
and health supplements.  The strategy proved successful and it has funded 
InfoWars in all the years since. 
 
The platform has proved popular among viewers who have supported 
InfoWars as patrons of the shopping opportunities offered.  This was seen as 
a bad thing by the plaintiff’s lawyer - as he made clear in his summing up.  He 
was effectively passing judgement about the people who believe in the 
integrity of Alex Jones and his work to deliver the truth on the stories he 
covers.  The plaintiff’s lawyer effectively criticised all the listeners, followers 
and patrons of the platform who had chosen to support his platform – 
including by purchasing the merchandise that they do – in quantity. 
        

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: CONNECT: Magazine 

 LINK After the final verdict, Alex Jones goes over the detail: 67min 

 LINK Elijah Schaffer speaks with Alex Jones about the court case: 55min 

 LINK Closing Argument: Alex Jones' Lawyer - F. Andino Reynal: 58min 

 LINK Closing Argument lawyer Urges Jury to Wipe Out Alex Jones’: :29min 

 LINK Sandy Hook lawsuit: Gun manufacturer Remington reaches 
settlement with victims' families 

 LINK CNN article on Scarlet Lewis speaking in court: 8min 

 LINK Neil Heslin speaks in court: 10min 

 LINK Busted! Media Crimes Exposed 

 LINK The Propaganda Multiplier 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK Sandy Hook parents sue Texas conspiracy extremist for defamation 

 LINK Robbie Parker gives a press conference on Sat15Dec12. 

 LINK Alex Jones: Broadcasts the day after 9/11: 131min  

https://www.connect-m3.com/magazine
https://hw.infowars.com/posts/exclusive-alex-jones-responds-to-45-million-sandy-hook-verdict-the-future-of-infowars/
https://hw.infowars.com/posts/exclusive-alex-jones-responds-to-45-million-sandy-hook-verdict-the-future-of-infowars/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mgruo9_IvJ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMA-VHvbOp4
https://www.foxbusiness.com/politics/sandy-hook-lawsuit-remington-settlement
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCY3uqR4onI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwmizspeVOA
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/busted-media-crimes-exposed_MX9ClLgCmKnZDcy.html
https://swprs.org/the-propaganda-multiplier/
https://www.newstimes.com/local/article/Sandy-Hook-parents-sue-Texas-conspiracy-extremist-12841014.php
https://www.bitchute.com/video/TMpOVKdoLiSo/
https://ourtube.co.uk/v/8970
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 LINK Prince prediction: December 1998 Concert in The Netherlands: 2min  

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

 
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJH6RriE6yI
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

